SAT SCHOOL DAY @ Hockinson High School

The SAT is accepted at all U.S. colleges; it measures what students are learning
in high school and what they need to know to succeed in college and career.
And we are bringing the SAT® to you this spring! You’ll have the opportunity to
take the SAT at school on April 27, 2021 during the regular school day.
Did you know that the SAT has been updated with the following:
a. It gives you more time than the ACT—43% more. And, there’s no penalty for
guessing.
b. It doesn’t have “SAT words,”—just the kind of vocabulary you’ll use in college
and beyond.
C. It has a FREE personalized practice program—link your PSAT™ account and
get started today: satpractice.org has joined with the Khan Academy to provide

The three benefits: of SAT School Day testing:
·

The student is more comfortable and confident by testing in a familiar place.

·

There are no worries about the logistics of getting to a test center.

·

No one has to worry about weekend conflicts or disrupting religious activities.

The test will cost the following for most students. But if someone qualifies for a
reduced lunch benefit, this test is free.

Regular SAT - $52.00; SAT with Essay - $68.00
So how do I sign up?
HSD Signup Sheet - SAT School Day
How do I make a payment online? (Can also pay at HHS with check/cash.)
HSD Payment Portal - Fees and Fines
What can I do to practice?
SAT School Day Practice - Khan Academy

Students can access their scores through the online score reporting portal.
Scores are available 3–4 weeks after test day.
Can I take the test again if I don’t like my initial score? Absolutely--sometimes
because of test familiarity, students do much better the second time.
To learn more about SAT School Day, we invite students and families to email our
SAT Assessment Coordinator, Sandra Stroup at sandra.stroup@hocksd
Hockinson High School or call her at 360-448-5122.

STUDENTS: Make sure that you read the Flyer below and create a Collegeboard account if
you don’t already have one. Then sign up for practice with the free Khan Academy resources.
SAT School Day Students Flyer - College Board

